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LIST OF BOOKS PROCESSED AND CATALOGED FOR THE MONTH OF NOVEMBER TO DECEMBER 2017

COLLEGE

ACCOUNTANCY


Reflects changes occurring in the role of management accounting in business enterprises.

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION


Skillfully integrates theory, research, and real-world case studies into models designed to guide thoughtful responses to complex communication issues, builds on the strategic principles and related tactics highlighted in previous editions to show readers how to add value to their organizations by communicating more effectively.


Designed to present the essentials skills readers need to make effective contributions and to have an immediate impact on the accomplishment of projects in which they are involved and prepares students with marketable and transferable skills and sends them then into the workforce ready to apply project management knowledge and skills.


Provide a powerful suite of best practices for building high-performance teams and consistently delivering successful project results in a virtual, distributed, and multicultural environment. It gives virtual project managers the tangible framework they need to effectively balance their time between managing the project and leading the team, which requires a strikingly different approach in the virtual workspace as compared to traditional projects with co-located teams.

COMPUTER ENGINEERING


Surveys the latest advances in computer architecture and design as well as the technologies used to manufacture and test them.

COMPUTER SCIENCE


Give students a solid foundation in database design and implementation with the practical and easy-to-understand approach.

Malik, D. S. C++ programming : from problem analysis to program design. 8th edition. Australia : Cengage Learning, 2018. 005.133 M251c 2018 T42829
Leads you through the entire Web site creation process, from start to finish, while developing and enhancing your HTML, CSS, and visual design skills along the way. You will learn how to create accessible Web sites that let users easily and quickly navigate through your information, regardless of browser type, connection speed, or browsing device.

Teach readers how to use Visual Basic to increase their level of sophistication as a tester. Readers will learn how to use Visual Basic to write an automated testing project and what to look for in a well-written VB program.

Familiarize students with the effectiveness of microcontrollers so that they can design and develop their own embedded systems for many different appealing applications. This ensures students understand all the basic building blocks before the development of a real-life system and equip them with the many fundamental building blocks as well as their integration, allowing them to implement the applications they have dreamed up with minimum effort.

ECONOMICS

Presents a collection of peer-reviewed research articles that reveal the current state of our knowledge in the increasingly important field of environmental economics. Featuring the latest research findings from renowned international experts in the field, reading also reveal a host of contemporary challenges and inspire directions for further study.

Thoroughly updated to reflect modern thinking in Economics making it ever more relevant to your learning and assessment needs.

Uses unique textual and visual learning system to present, reinforce and test the comprehension while teaching the basic concepts of economic principles.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

Discusses fossil, nuclear, and renewable energy and lays out technology-neutral, portfolio-based approaches to energy systems.

ENTREPRENEURSHIP


FILIPINO

Provides another texture of the Filipino identity - the images that point to or reveal diverse facets of the Filipino, the expressions he/she reveals himself/herself in and the brands that have engaged the popular imagination of the Filipino then and now. All in all, the book attempts to contribute to the written, printed materials that have similarly explored the subject matter.

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT


GENERAL INTEREST

de la Torre, V. R. More grace and more magic. Makati City : Tower Book House, 2013. Fil 899.2104 D341m 2013 T42842

HOTEL AND RESTAURANT MANAGEMENT / CULINARY ARTS


Hotel management and operations. UAE : 3G Elearning. 647.94068 H832 2014 T42827


INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING


INFORMATION SYSTEM


INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY


Covers the latest research on the risks and future impacts of AI. It starts with an introduction to the problem of risk and the future of
artificial intelligence, followed by discussion on ow predictions of its future have fared to date.

Offers you administrators skills to install and configure Windows server 2016, use Active Directory, set up server resources for clients, configure and manage printing services, manage data storage, manage network services, configure remote access for clients, create a virtual server, establish strong security, monitor a server, and create a reliable server environment.

LAW
Contains articles 1-113 of Book one.
Serves as a convenient material in the search for the applicable rules of statutory construction employed to ascertain legislative intent and arrive at their proper applications.

LIBRARY SCIENCE
Provides an in depth review and analysis of quality management in academic libraries. A broad perspective of the subject is taken, including reviews of academic library services and approaches taken to quality assurance and assessment.
Sets out to share some experiences from the view of a new librarian and a new postgraduate student. This book offers a practical approach to display tacit knowledge in regard to collaboration and communication in library-faculty partnerships.
Features contributions in a relatively conversational, practical, and “how-to” format from various academic libraries across broad educational levels that have implemented experiential learning programs, services, or resources to enhance the learning and development of both students and employees. As academic libraries seek ways to transform themselves and create collaborative synergies within and without their institutions, this timely book suggests exciting ways to integrate experiential learning into the library’s offerings.

Presents the most up-to-date research from different areas of digital archives to show how and why collective intelligence is being developed to organized and better communicate new masses of information.


Attempts to provide insight into library consortia and includes topics like consortia formation models, types of e-content, pricing, negotiations, and licensing. This book will be useful for library professionals and practitioners, students, and researchers.

**MARKETING**


Provides the material that first-year MBA students need to gain a mastery of core concepts in marketing management and includes issues that can be organized around an easy-to-remember framework of 5Cs, STP, and 4Ps.

**MATH**


Provides 340 numbered examples in the text, at least one for each major concept or application, as well as for almost every theorem.


Provides a good mixture of more nearly 1700 computational and theoretical exercises appearing in each chapter that synthesize concepts from multiple chapters.


Presents probability in natural way: through interesting and instructive examples and exercises that motivate the theory, definitions, theorems, and methodology.


Serves as a prerequisite for students who might go on to take additional courses in computational mechanics, computational fluid dynamics or computational electromagnetict.


In depth study of advanced statistical techniques, data visualization tools, predictive analysis, and SPSS programming will enable you to take advantage of the many SPSS features that are often overlooked, making your work more efficient and accurate.


Prepared based on the new curriculum of Grade 11 under the Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) track. It provides the mathematical foundation needed in calculus for students who wants to pursue engineering, mathematics or physical science courses in college.


Offers a more traditional approach offering additional topics to the primary syllabus placed after primary topics are covered.
Features a student-friendly approach to the theory of linear algebra. Focuses on finite fields and complex numbers, and discusses matrix algebra over these field.

Provides greater emphasis to the concepts of piecewise-linear differential equations and solutions that involve non-elementary integrals.

NURSING

Presents the nutritional and health benefits of 90 different plant foods, grouped according to their color or pigment. Science, after all, makes a strong connection between the colors of foods and their natural healing properties.


Provides wide-ranging discussions on the care of clients with various medical-surgical disorders, applying the nursing process, the core of the Nursing practice.

PROFESSIONAL COMPUTER

Includes instructions and a case on data cleaning, a necessary step before data can be used in operations. It also contains a case on the differences between handling operational data and analytical data.

Offers features that provide users with better functionality and easier ways to work with the various files they create. Designed to work more optimally on mobile devices and online.

PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERING

Help systems engineers develop the skills and thought process needed to successfully develop and implement engineered systems. Provide a "hands-on" approach for presenting material rather than concentrating on theory, as so often is the case in a classroom setting.

Helps engineers and safety and health practitioners reconcile safety and economic concerns using the latest cost-effective methods of ensuring safety in all facets of their work.

Takes a model-based approach to key systems engineering design activities and introduces methods and models used in the real world.
Center for Chemical Process Safety of the American Institute of Chemical Engineers. Introduction to process safety for undergraduates and engineers. New York: American Institute of Chemical Engineers, 2016. 604.7 C397i 2016 T42760

Provides guidance to student chemical engineers and newly graduated engineers for the role that process safety plays in process plants.

Chandrasekaran, S. Health, safety, and environmental management in offshore and petroleum engineering. United Kingdom: John Wiley & Sons, 2016. 622.8 C456h 2016 T42761

Explains the concept in HSE through a simple and straightforward approach, which makes it comfortable for practicing engineers as well.


It helps in converting ideas into reality through drawing. This book helps both faculty and students to understand the concepts on their own.


Presents various sensing techniques incorporated into chipless RFID systems and various passive microwave circuit designs to achieve compact, high data density, and highly sensitive tag sensors for a number of real-world ubiquitous sensing applications. It reviews the application of smart materials for microwave sensing and provides an overview of various micro- and nano-fabrication techniques with the potential to be used in the development of chipless RFID sensors.


Covers the essentials of Computational Science and five tools and techniques to solve materials science problems using molecular dynamics (MD) and first-principles methods.


More than 1,000 drafting and design problems are found throughout for basic to advanced challenging applications or for use individually or for team projects.

Moore, R. Electromagnetic composites handbook: models, measurement, and characterization. Second edition. 621.34 M823e 2016 T42747

Offers complete coverage of electromagnetic modeling and explains the characterization of composite materials from the theoretical, computational, and experimental points of view.


Shows the step-by-step on how to minimize property damage, reduce the risk of personal injury, and ensure business continuity - all while complying with the plethora of laws and regulations.


Contains the latest information on environmental sustainability as a wide variety of natural resources are increasingly being exploited to meet the demands of a worldwide growing population and economy.


Demonstrates how the principles of social network analysis can be used to provide a smarter, more efficient, holistic approach to managing complex projects.
It attempts to stage for a lifetime of leading and developing subordinates into leaders. It starts with a conscious decision to become a leader and not just an employee.

Focuses on the introduction of the basic concepts, processes, and tools used in Lean Six Sigma. A unique feature of this book is the detailed discussion on Design for Six Sigma aided by computer modeling and simulation.

PSYCHOLOGY

Brings together the expertise of a fine selection of top-notch experts, who not only present the current state-of-the-art in their fields, but who, throughout the book, pay much attention to the current challenges of work and organizational psychology.

Provides comprehensive overview of a variety of major counseling theory and focuses on the integration of different theoretical models. With new information on multiculturalism, diversity, and cutting-edge theories such as psychosynthesis, the book offers a detailed description of the philosophical basis for each theory as well as historical context and biographical information on each theory's founder.

Includes new chapters on neuropsychology, its implications for theory and practice in therapy and on evidence based for the approach, informed by research and practice. With new material on short-term therapy in the public and voluntary sectors, and the current working conditions of therapists.

Integrates work from moral philosophy, moral psychology, I-O psychology, and political and social economy, as well a business as it incorporates into a "framework for taking moral action" and presents a practical model for ethical decision making.

Provides professionals with a comprehensive and integrative model of resource focused therapy, drawing upon clinical examples and the current range of research and theory surrounding this emerging approach. Additionally, the book contains a range of self-resourcing exercises and practices for each part of the integrative model, enabling individuals to develop self-resources for greater resilience and well-being in their own lives.

REAL ESTATE MANAGEMENT

Presents a ten-point CREAM model that offers advice on issues such as sustainability, workplace productivity, real estate performance measurement, change management and customer focus. In addition, new case studies provide real-life examples of how corporations in the UK, USA, Hong Kong and Abu Dhabi actively manage their corporate real estate.

Brings together some important results on this subject and is written in a pedagogical way and covers crucial aspects of this industry such as growth management and real options, land use regulations, mixed housing developments, taxes, externalities, housing affordability problems, land prices and uncertainty, public infrastructures, and housing supply.


Exposes the truth about the real estate industry. Whether you're looking to buy or sell a property, industry. It reveals the secrets, myths and pitfalls of the real estate game to show you how to cut through the spin and get a better deal.

REFERENCE


Features new chapters on parallelizing iterative heuristics, stream and wireless processors, and lightweight embedded systems.


Comprehensive, applications-oriented coverage of traditional and up-to-date IE topics.

RELIGIOUS EDUCATION


Uses the experiential approach in outlining the doctrinal aspects of the Church's teachings on living life the Christian way and helps college students answer the basic cognitive question, "Who am I?.

SCIENCES


Enhances focus on two major themes, climate and sustainability that gives additional explanation and examples that help students consider these dominant ideas of our time.


Designed to develop the ability of students to go beyond mere understanding of the concepts but to also quantify their energy and environment footprints in order to determine whether their actions are sustainable. It is also presented with a simple conversational tone with many visual aids to keep today's students engaged.

SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL


Describes to learners how communication is affected by media and information; they may able to identify similarities and differences of media, information and technology literacy; and will learn to characterize and describes a responsible uses and competent producers of media and information.

Abadiano, M. N. *Research in daily life 1: qualitative research method*. Quezon City: Cronica BookHaus, 2016. FIL 808.02 A116r 2016 T42772 T42773

Deals with objective measurements, mathematical, statistical and numerical analysis of data collected through questionnaires, surveys or existing data using computational techniques and focuses on gathering data across groups of people and explain a particular phenomenon.

Gives senior high students an idea about research in areas of interest such as arts, humanities, sports, science, business, agriculture and fisheries, information and communication technology and social inquiry.


Presents concepts that are essential in building student's confidence as they prepare themselves to analysis subjects or higher mathematics courses.

Borlasa, L. R. Komunikasyon at pananaliksik sa wika at kulturang Pilipino. Quezon City : Cronica BookHaus, 2016. FIL 499.21 B735k 2016 T42764 T42765

Nilalayon ng aklat na ito na maging bihasa ang mga mag-aaral sa pakikipagtalaastasan gamit ang wikang Filipino na siyang solusyon sa mga suliranin sa pagkatuto at pagtuturo ng Filipino.


Features the modified groupings of topic which is basically according on the ladderized needs of students in properly comprehending basic concepts in Statistics. The topics are based on the prioritized ideas that students must learn before proceeding to the next. It also gives a generalized step by step procedure in solving a specific problem to train students in solving math problems systematically.


Enlightens and equip the intended readers with the necessary mindset and preparedness to face any disaster related adversity in life and to move everyone to action.

Dayon, C. A. Fiction and drama towards skills development. Quezon City : Cronica BookHaus, 2016. FIL 808 D275f 2016 T42770 T42771

Compiles personally chosen literary pieces that can be use as an instructional material for developing learning competencies of senior high school students through a variety of activities following the format of a Directed Reading Lesson (DRL) with pre-reading, reading, and post reading components and develop to help literature teachers plan out learning activities for students.


Provide students with skills and a clear understanding of the relevant concepts in Mathematics necessary to prepare them to deal with the challenges of whatever tracks they choose in the Senior High School and to train students to be rational citizens of the country capable of making correct decision in all aspects of endeavors.


Mariveles, H. P. Purposive communication. Quezon City : Cronica BookHaus, 2016. FIL 806 M343p 2016 T42768 T42769

Engaged in activities that would test their basic knowledge about the process of communication, and apply said knowledge in various situations - a discussion about the basic issues of the day, an interview with a personality, a simulated broadcast, a persuasive sales pitch in front of the class.

Include learning contents from sociology, anthropology and political science that aim at achieving the core learning objective of the course from DepEd's curriculum guide: "The learner should acquire ideas about human culture, human agency, society and politics; recognize cultural relativism and social inclusiveness to overcome prejudices; and develop social and cultural competence to guide their interactions with groups, communities, networks and institutions.".


Presents lessons on understanding the concepts about culture, awareness of cultural diversity and provide them with the knowledge of the interplay of culture, society, and politics in shaping the behavior of people.

SOCIAL STUDIES


Balances the coverage of both subject areas of sociology and anthropology and integrates both with an interdisciplinary approach combining the other social sciences in accordance to the thrust of the K to 12 Basic Education Curriculum.

SPECIAL COLLECTION


Features the cultural icons of the Philippines and prominent Filipinos who express their own choices of cultural icons and why.

TOURISM


Discusses rates of youth employment in tourism and hospitality, working conditions for youth, the role of youth employment in tourism in developing countries and the relationship between responsible tourism and youth employment.

GRADE SCHOOL

EASY BOOK

Included in the World Book of Learning Kit.

Included in the World Book of Learning Kit.

Included in the World Book of Learning Kit.

Included in the World Book of Learning Kit.

Included in the World Book of Learning Kit.
Included in the World Book of Learning Kit.

Included in the World Book of Learning Kit.

Included in the World Book of Learning Kit.

Included in the World Book of Learning Kit.

Included in the World Book of Learning Kit.

Included in the World Book of Learning Kit.

Included in the World Book of Learning Kit.

Included in the World Book of Learning Kit.

Included in the World Book of Learning Kit.

Included in the World Book of Learning Kit.

Included in the World Book of Learning Kit.

Included in the World Book of Learning Kit.

Included in the World Book of Learning Kit.

It is included in the World Book of Learning Kit with reading level A. Phonics include short vowel a.

It is included in the World Book of Learning Kit with reading level A. Phonics include initial consonants "p" and "t".

It is included in the World Book of Learning Kit with reading level A. Phonics include short vowel "u".

Included in the World Book of Learning Kit with reading level A. Phonics include initial consonant "f".

   Included in the World Book of Learning Kit with reading level A. Phonics include initial consonant "c".

   Included in the World Book of Learning Kit with reading level A. Phonics include initial consonants "d".

   Included in the World Book of Learning Kit with reading level C. Phonics include initial consonants "d".

   Included in the World Book of Learning Kit with reading level C. Phonics include initial consonant "s".

   Included in the World Book of Learning Kit with reading level A. Phonics include initial consonant "h".

   Included in the World Book of Learning Kit with reading level C. Phonics include initial consonant "w".

   Included in the World Book of Learning Kit with reading level C. Phonics include initial consonant "m".

   Included in the World Book of Learning Kit with reading level C. Phonics include initial consonant "g".

   Included in the World Book of Learning Kit with reading level C. Phonics include final consonant "d".

   Included in the World Book of Learning Kit with reading level C. Phonics include final consonant "t".

   Included in the World Book of Learning Kit with reading level B. Phonics include final consonant "k".

   Included in the World Book of Learning Kit with reading level B. Phonics include initial consonant digraph "sh".

   Included in the World Book of Learning Kit with reading level B. Phonics include long vowels "i".
Included in the World Book of Learning Kit with reading level B. Phonics include initial consonant blend "st"; vowel digraph "oo".

Included in the World Book of Learning Kit with reading level B. Phonics include final consonant "k"; initial consonant blend "gr".

Included in the World Book of Learning Kit with reading level B. Phonics include initial consonant blend "sn"; long vowel "y"; final consonant "p".

Included in the World Book of Learning Kit with reading level B. Phonics include initial blend "fr"; initial consonant "c".

Included in the World Book of Learning Kit with reading level B. Phonics include initial consonant digraph "th"; word family "ad".

Included in the World Book of Learning Kit with reading level B. Phonics include final consonant "m"; vowel digraph "ay".

Included in the World Book of Learning Kit with reading level B. Phonics include initial digraph "qu"; vowel digraph "ou".

Included in the World Book of Learning Kit with reading level C. Phonics include final consonant blend "st"; vowel digraphs "ee", "oe".

Included in the World Book of Learning Kit with reading level C. Phonics include final consonant digraph "sh"; word family "-at".


Included in the World Book of Learning Kit with reading level C. Phonics include initial consonant digraph "th"; final consonant blend "nk".

It is included in the World Book of Learning Kit with reading level C. Phonics include initial consonant digraphs ch; final consonant digraphs ck.

Included in the World Book of Learning Kit with reading level C. Phonics include final consonant blend "nt".

Included in the World Book of Learning Kit with reading level C. Phonics include final consonant blends "ld".
Included in the World Book of Learning Kit with reading level C. Phonics include vowel digraph "ea".

Included in the World Book of Learning Kit with reading level C. Phonics include vowel digraphs "ui", "ow".

Included in the World Book of Learning Kit with reading level C. Phonics include vowel digraph "ew".

Included in the World Book of Learning Kit with reading level C. Phonics include word family "-alk".

Included in the World Book of Learning Kit with reading level C. Phonics include vowel digraph "ue".

It is included in the World Book of Learning Kit with reading level D. Phonics includes verb endings "-s".

It is included in the World Book of Learning Kit with reading level D. Phonics include vowel digraph "ai".

It is included in the World Book of Learning Kit with reading level D. Phonics includes vowel digraph "oa".

It is included in the World Book of Learning Kit with reading level D. Phonics includes final consonant blends "-nch".

It is included in the World Book of Learning Kit with reading level C. Phonics includes vowel variant "igh".

It is included in the World Book of Learning Kit with reading level D. Phonics includes vowel variant "o".

It is included in the World Book of Learning Kit with reading level D. Phonics includes silent letters "gh".

Included in the World Book of Learning Kit with reading level D. Phonics includes silent letter "k".

Included in the World Book of Learning Kit with reading level B. Phonics includes vowel variants "o".
Included in the World Book of Learning Kit with reading level D. Phonics includes vowel digraph "oy".

Included in the World Book of Learning Kit with reading level D. Phonics includes final consonant digraph "dge".

Included in the World Book of Learning Kit with reading level D. Phonics includes comparative ending "-er".

FICTION

Blyton, E. The magic needle...and other stories. London: Bounty Books, 2016. FIC B661m 2016 v.3 N37340
Tricks and Slippy's mischief with the magic needle is just one of many stories in this whimsical and eclectic collection from your favourite author. Timeless tales of Mrs. Tap-Tap-Tap, Bushy the naughty squirrel, Sticky the gnome, Teddy the teapot head and many more will keep you engrossed in thrilling and fantastical worlds for hours on end.

Blyton, E. The magic watering can...and other stories. Bounty Books, 2016. FIC B661m 2016 v.4 N37341
Tweeky is a lazy little pixie and his adventure with the magic watering can is just one of many stories in this whimsical and eclectic collection from your favourite author. Timeless tales of Mr. Pink-Whistle, Mr. Binkle, Policeman Billy, Bumble and the elves and many more will keep you engrossed in thrilling and fantastical worlds for hours on end.

Blyton, E. The smickle smockle...and other stories. Bounty Books, 2016. FIC B661s 2016 v.6 N37342
The Smickle Smockle's scary appearance is just one of many stories in this whimsical and eclectic collection from your favourite author. Timeless tales of Fiddle-Dee-Dee, the one-eyed rabbit, Scallway the imp, Bom the toy drummer and many more will keep you engrossed in thrilling and fantastical worlds for hours on end.

Blyton, E. Peronel's magic polish...and other stories. London: Bounty Books, 2016. FIC B661p 2016 v.8 N37343
It's Peronel's job to keep the King's brass sparkling and clean, but one day he invents a magic polish and causes chaos throughout Fairyland. Join in these exciting adventures, where you'll meet Smokey the Cat, the Little Ice Cream Rabbit and Mr. Grumpygroo, the crossest man in Tweedle Village.

Blyton, E. The enchanted shoes...and other stories. London: Bookswood, 2016. FIC B661e 2016 v.9 N37344
William is excited to find a new pair of shoes but something about them is not quite right...In this delightful book of enchanting stories there are also tales of the toy rabbit who's lost his tail, the trumpet-making elves of Fairyland and Hi-Yi the smartly-dressed gnome, who will all keep you entertained.

Blyton, E. The floperty bird...and other stories. London: Bookswood, 2016. FIC B661f 2016 v.11 N37345
The Floperty Bird's tails is made up of wishing feathers and it makes him a target for the nasty witch. How can he teach her a lesson? His adventure is just one of a whole hose of surprises found in Enid Blyton's collection stories. Meet Ginger the cat who saves the day, Bobtail the helpful rabbit and Curly the mean pixie, and watch their incredible tales unfold.

Blyton, E. Benny and the giants...and other stories. London: Bookswood, 2016. FIC B661b 2016 v.13 N37346
Benny's brave plan to save the princess from the giant's castle is just one the unusual tales you'll discover in this magical collection. Make friends
with little Shuffle the shoemaker, Big Eyes the pixie and Cosy the tabby cat, and follow their enchanting adventures in a world where anything can happen.

Blyton, E. Mighty-one the wizard...and other stories. London : Bounty Books, 2016. FIC B661m 2016 v.14 N37347

Mighty-one the wizard has spirited away the King's daughter - will the King be able to get her back? Meet characters like Caroline the doll, Mrs. Well-I-Never and Nippy the goblin in these delightful short stories by your favourite author. Exciting tales and fantastic adventures await you on every page.

Blyton, E. Mr. Pink-whistle stories...and other stories. London : Bounty Books, 2016. FIC B661m 2016 v.15 N37348

Magic Mr. Pink-Whistle is always around to help everyone out in this wonderful collection of stories by your favourite author. Watch him save the day by lending a helping hand during the charity conjuring show, stopping George and Harry fighting and saving a little girl from bullies with his powers. You’ll live his cat Sooty, too!

Blyton, E. Mr. Twiddle fetches Polly...and other stories. London : Bounty Books, 2016. FIC B661m 2016 v.16 N37349

Mr. Twiddle never listens to his wife, with hilarious results! Follow his amusing adventures, meeting plump Mr. Jolly, Tinker the playful dog and Grumbling Grace along the way. Giggle through the pages as you read about the countless problems Mr. Twiddle gets himself into!

Blyton, E. The wishing spells...and other stories. London : Bounty Books, 2016. FIC B661m 2016 v.18 N37350

Find out what happens when wishing spells fall into the wrong hands. The wishing spells and many other stories come to life in an amazing array of tales that will captivate you as you join Bimbo, the naughty Siamese kitten, Dumpy the Wizard and the proud humming top in their remarkable adventures.

Blyton, E. Big-eyes the enchanter...and other stories. London : Bounty Books, 2016. FIC B661b 2016 v.19 N37351

Big-Eyes is planning a wicked spell made of moonshine, starlight, the roots of mountains and much more, but when he misses his chance and messes up the magic he gets his comeuppance for his evil plotting. With extra tales from Jinky the jumping frog, the naughty sailor doll and cheeky Trit-Trot the pony, there's plenty of fun and frolics to be had.

Blyton, E. Snicker the brownie...and other stories. London : Bounty Books, 2016. FIC B661s 2016 v.20 N37352

Snicker the brownie is always playing mean tricks but when he cause trouble for the witch-cats he gets more than he bargains for. Joining Snicker are Neddy the donkey, Peter Penny and Bimbo the kitten, who all add to this fantastic collection of fun and frolics.

Blyton, E. The greedy rabbit...and other stories. London : Bounty Books, 2016. FIC B661g 2016 v.21 N37353

Slippy the greedy rabbit gets the fright of his life when a terrifying fox chases him from his stolen picnic. At least now he'll know never to play such tricks again. Including magical adventures from the bad-tempered doll, the untidy pixie and the little horse tricycle, this collection is a real treat for readers young and old.

Blyton, E. Twelve silver cups...and other stories. London : Bounty Books, 2016. FIC B661t 2016 v.24 N37354

Jeffrey is the fastest runner in the school and his mishap with his twelve, prized, gleaming, silver cups is just one of the tales in this entertaining collection. Discover the adventures of Mr. Chunky, Dobbin the nursery horse, the bonfire brownies and many more for hours of exciting delights.

Blyton, E. A hole in her pocket...and other stories. London : Bounty Books, 2016. FIC B661h 2016 v.25 N37355

When she first discovers a hole in her pocket Jenny is too lazy to fix it. But once she gets started she's up to all sorts of good deeds and is rewarded with good luck in return. As well as Jenny’s good turn, there are
adventures from Sly and Lightfoot the gnomes, the swallow fairy and all the toys in the nursery in this magical, exciting collection.

Blyton, E. *The banana robber...and other stories.* London : Bounty Books, 2016. FIC B661b 2016 v.26 N37356

When John, Sheila and Mollie create a desert island in their nursery, the bananas that they hang attract a surprise visitor. Join the three children monkeying around in this collection of tales, which also includes stories of Fluffy the kitten, Pipperthe the pixie, Dame Poke Around and many more.

Blyton, E. *The fairies' shoemaker...and other stories.* London : Bounty Books, 2016. FIC B661f 2016 v.27 N37357

Marjorie is delighted to stumble across a mysterious little man and she discovers he's the fairies' shoemaker who makes beautiful shoes in every colour under the sun. Alongside stories of Pinkity the naughty pixie, Ding, Dong, and Dell, and Twinks and Little-Toes, The Fairies' Shoemaker will provide endless fun and fascination.

Blyton, E. *The goblin hat...and other stories.* London : Bounty Books, 2016. FIC B661g 2016 v.28 N37358

The goblin's fantastic and magical hat makes him invisible so he can get up to all sorts of mischief. He's so clever and naughty that Mr. Plod is still after him today! Also in this exciting collection are stories of Goofy and Scamp, Mr. Wibble-Wobble and Rip the greedy dog, who will all keep you entertained for hours on end.

Blyton, E. *The rabbit's whiskers...and other stories.* London : Bounty Books, 2016. FIC B661r 2016 v.29 N37359

Mr. Woffles is proud of his fine whiskers and is mortified when the careless hairdresser cuts them off - how silly he will look at the teddy bear's party! As well as Mr. Woffles' mishap Enid Blyton creates fun and frolics with Angelica Jane, Ho-Ho, Goosy-Goosy-Gander and countless other lovable characters in this eclectic collection.

Blyton, E. *The teddy bear's tail...and other stories.* London : Bounty Books, 2016. FIC B661t 2016 v.30 N37360

The teddy bear is horrified to learn that he doesn't have a tail like the other toy animals, but when he gets his wish he's still not pleased! The teddy's misadventure in the nursery is just one of the fascinating and magical tales in this collection. With stories of the rude boy who really was cheeky, the pixie who loved to paint and the blackberry gnome, there's new excitement on every page.


When Granny gives Johnny and Jenny some presents for being helpful children, they both want the little boy engine! Find out what happens next, along with tales of the fairies under the sea, Tarrydiddle Town and naughty little Kimmy-Cat. This charming collection of stories will keep you laughing from the first page to the last.

Blyton, E. *The magic snow-bird...and other stories.* London : Bounty Books, 2016. FIC B661m 2016 v.33 N37362

When Mollie and Jim can't go to their Christmas party, they decide to build a snowbird in the garden instead. But little do they know that this is no ordinary snowbird - it has magical powers! This exciting collection of stories also tells of Bobbo's magic stocking, the boy who wouldn't wash and Derry the Doormouse.

Blyton, E. *The tower in Ho-Ho wood...and other stories.* London : Bounty Books, 2016. FIC B661t 2016 v.35 N37363

Poor little Mary Ann has a mean old stepmother who sends her out into the wood to gather strawberries. Out in the wood she finds a tower - but what's inside? Find out in this exciting collection from Enid Blyton, which also contains a tail that wouldn't wag, a little toy farm and a very meddlesome butterfly.

Blyton, E. *The ugly old scarecrow...and other stories.* London : Bounty Books, 2016. FIC B661u 2016 v.36 N37364
The old scarecrow has a head made out of turnip, ragged trousers and sticks for arms. Peter and Jane are frightened of him. But is the scarecrow really as scary as he seems? Find out more in this delightful collection of stories that also features Polly Piglet, Mr. Tweeky and his magic pockets and an apple that just could not be found.

Blyton, E. Mr Icy-cold...and other stories. London : Bounty Books, 2016. FIC B661m 2016 v.37 N37365
One very snowy week, six children built a terrific snowman. But this was no ordinary snowman, this was Mr. Icy Cold... Find out all about him in this exciting collection of stories featuring a funny little hedgehog, Miss Mary Ann Mouse, the Noah's Ark lion and the poor cow that managed to lose her moo! They will all keep you entertained for hours on end.

Blyton, E. The sneezing dog...and other stories. London : Bounty Books, 2016. FIC B661s 2016 v.38 N37366
Collie the dog lives with Mr. Soot the miser. One day, the poor dog got so cold that he began to sneeze, and then something very extraordinary happened! Read on to find out what in this magical collection of stories from Enid Blyton. You'll also learn about the girl who had whiskers, the cat who cut her claws and the angry little puppy.

Blyton, E. The wishing wand...and other stories. London : Bounty Books, 2016. FIC B661w 2016 v.39 N37367
Pickle and Goof the pixies are very excited about getting wishing wands from the Lord Chamberlain of Feefo Village. But they need to be careful what they wish for! Discover more in this lovely collection of favourite tales from Enid Blyton, as well as finding out about a magical walking sticks, the toys who went on strike and the caterpillar's party.

Joanna and Paul aren't expecting to find a funny cottage on their way to get some eggs! Find out the secret of this magical house and read all about Little Mr. Tuppeny, the naughty little blacksmith and the adventures of Dicky Dawdle in this fantastic collection of adventurous stories from Enid Blyton.

Blyton, E. Look out for the elephant...and other stories. London : Bounty Books, 2016. FIC B661l 2016 v.42 N37369
An enormous elephant has escaped from the circus! Follow Sara as she comes up with a bright idea to stop the elephant from trampling the pretty flowers in the park, and even makes a friend along the way. Also in this delightful collection are the tales of the very fierce carpenter, the house in the fog and the surprising broom. You'll be reading all day long.

Blyton, E. The little brownie house...and other stories. London : Bounty Books, 2016. FIC B661l 2016 v.43 N37370
The brownies are seeking a new home! Find out how they get on in this magical collection of short stories from the beloved Enid Blyton. Also in this volume is the story of Christmas Eve, the tale of a very special doll and the story of a little boy looking for something to show his nature class at school. Enid Blyton's delightful tales of toyland and beyond will keep you entertained for hours on end.

Blyton, E. The cat with a feathery tail...and other stories. London : Bounty Books, 2016. FIC B661c 2016 v.44 N37371
Catching birds can be a tricky business! Find out how the cat with the feathery tail gets on in this delightful collection of short stories from the pen of Enid Blyton. There's plenty more to keep you entertained-read all about Mary, the kind girl trying to help her grandmother. Peter, the boy who wanted a bicycle of his own, and a poor little girl with a terrible case of the hiccups.

Blyton, E. The little lost hen...and other stories. London : Bounty Books, 2016. FIC B661l 2016 v.45 N37372
The little red hens has gone for a wander! Find out where he ends up in this delightful collection of short stories from the best-loved Enid Blyton. You'll also hear about Sammy the Scribbler, untidy William and a rather silly
storyteller. Add some disappearing presents to the mix and you've got hours of entertainment to keep you laughing all day long.

Blyton, E. The magic clock...and other stories. London : Bounty Books, 2016. FIC B661m 2016 v.46 N37373
There's something a bit different about this clock...find out what in this magical collection of short stories from Enid Blyton, packed full of delightful characters from toyland and beyond. This book also contains the story of the voice in the shed, the tale of the lost bus and the story of Mr. Gobo' green grass. You'll be entertained for hours on end!

There was once a little fat pig with big green spots all over his body. But he wasn't an ordinary pig - he was a money box! Find out all about him in this charming collection from the enduring Enid Blyton. This book also contains the story of the two bad brownies, the train that wouldn't stop and the Christmas tree aeroplane - you'll be entertained for hours on end.

Blyton, E. Bicycle magic...and other stories. London : Bounty Books, 2016. FIC B661b 2016 v.49 N37375
Once upon a time there was little bicycle with a mind of its own. Find out what happened next in this entertaining collection of tales. You can also learn about the story of Lanky-Panky, Billy and the brownie an the very special wish that came true - the characters will keep you entertained for hours.

Blyton, E. Christina's kite...and other stories. London : Bounty Books, 2016. FIC B661c 2016 v.50 N37376
Christina learns how important friends can be and the importance of sharing toys in this delightful collection of stories from the best-loved Enid Blyton. Also in this book are the stories of the proud fir tree, Betsy-Mary in disgrace and the toy soldier's adventure, which will all keep you entertained for hours on end.

Blyton, E. The very peculiar cow...and other stories. London : Bounty Books, 2016. FIC B661v 2016 v.51 N37377
When Granny comes to visit Jane and William she brings them a very peculiar present - a china cow who begins to talk! See what she says in this enchanting collection of stories from Enid Blyton. Also in this captivating book are the stories of Amanda and the bear, the little dog next door and the very naughty teddy bear, who will all keep you entertained for hours on end.

Blyton, E. The donkey on the sands...and other stories. London : Bounty Books, 2016. FIC B661d 2016 v.55 N37380
All the children know the little fat donkey on the sands, but Nora likes him best! Find out how the donkey comes to the rescue in this magical collection of stories from the bestselling Enid Blyton. Read all about Mister Wiggle's scissors, the enchanted goat and the mysterious stocking - you'll be entertained for hours!

Blyton, E. The brave toy soldier...and other stories. London : Bounty Books, 2016. FIC B661b 2016 v.56 N37381
There was once a very brave soldier who lived in Gerry's toy box. He was as big as a doll and carried a very fine sword. Find out how brave the soldier was by reading more in this wonderful collection of stories from Enid Blyton. Also in this book you'll come more across Old Mister Surly and some astonishing curtains - there is magic on every page.

Blyton, E. The enchanted bellows...and other stories. London : Bounty Books, 2016. FIC B661e 2016 v.57 N37382

Bubble and Squeak are little imps that make bellows, and one day they have a very naughty idea... Discover more in this magical collection of stories from Enid Blyton that will take you on a journey through Fairyland and beyond. Read all about the rascally goblin and the poor left-behind bunny - you'll be entertained for hours!


The pernickety witch has bought a little black and white dog to guard her cottage from the goblins, but not everything goes quite to plan in this entertaining collection of stories from the well-loved Enid Blyton. Find out all about Tinker and Balloon-Face, the gentle scarecrow and the Christmas pudding that wouldn't stop - you'll be giggling away all afternoon.

Blyton, E. The wishing jug...and other stories. London : Bounty Books, 2016. FIC B661w 2016 v.60 N37384

When poor little Tuppeny meets a wizard one day, his life changes forever. To find out more, open up this book and step into a magical world where anything could happen - from galloping seahorses to runaway hats there is something for everyone in this enchanting collection of stories from Enid Blyton.

Blyton, E. Sneezing powder...and other stories. London : Bounty Books, 2016. FIC B661s 2016 v.61 N37385

Once upon a time there lived a brownie called Smarty who kept a little shop in Hallo Town. Find out what mischief he got up to one summer in this delightful tale from the much-loved Enid Blyton, along with the stories of the runaway hen, the enchanted egg and a little boy who simply wouldn't go to bed!.

Blyton, E. The magic mirror...and other stories. London : Bounty Books, 2016. FIC B661m 2016 v.62 N37386

Sammy had a very sulky little face, but he wouldn't believe his mother when she said he would have a grumpy grown-up face too if he wasn't careful. Find out what changes when Sammy meets Old Man Blue-Eyes and a very special mirror...Also in this collection are the tales of Clever-One the imp, the foolish white horse and the boy who has a thousand wishes.

Blyton, E. The flyaway money...and other stories. London : Bounty Books, 2016. FIC B661f 2016 v.63 N37387

When a banknote flies away from little Willy one day, he has to chase it down the lane and through the woods. Along the way he finds out much more about the world around him and encounters many startling discoveries! Enid Blyton brings her touch of magic to this collection of tales which features a pair of quarrelsome brownies, a whistling pig and the story of the boy who scribbled...

Blyton, E. The walkaway shoes...and other stories. London : Bounty Books, 2016. FIC B661w 2016 v.64 N37388

The shop in Toadstool Cottages sells the most beautiful shoes in the land, but there is something strange going on beneath the surface...find out what in this charming collection of tales from toyland and beyond, featuring the dog with the long tail, the poor little sparrow and the wizard with the pink cloak.


Stubby the toymaker made the loveliest toys in town, until a sad time came when none of the children wanted toys any more. Find out how Stubby and his wife came up with a solution in this heart-warming collection of tales
from Enid Blyton, which also includes the stories of the cross little tadpole, the pig with the straight tail and the very grand birthday cake.

Blyton, E. The magic ice cream...and other stories. London : Bounty Books, 2016. FIC B661m 2016 v.67 N37296
A magical ice cream causes all sorts of havoc in this playful tale from the best-loved Enid Blyton, complete with the stories of the boastful prince, the monkey up the tree and the fantastical umbrella belonging to Dame Lucky. Step into the world of toy-town and beyond - there's enchantment on every page.

Blyton, E. The bed that ran away...and other stories. London : Bounty Books, 2016. FIC B661b 2016 v.68 N37297
It's hard to get a good night's sleep when your bed won't stay still! Find out what happens in this charming collection of stories from the much loved Enid Blyton, complete with the tale of the dancing mouse, the five naughty lambs and the time when Mr. Stamp-About lost his temper.

Blyton, E. The house with six legs...and other stories. London : Bounty Books, 2016. FIC B661h 2016 v.69 N37298
It isn't everyday that you have to chase your own house all the way down the street! Discover what the children did next in this magical collection of stories from Enid Blyton. You'll also be able to read about the boy who made faces, the tale of Twisty and Ho-Ho and the very clever kite.

Blyton, E. The tale of Bushy the fox...and other stories. London : Bounty Books, 2016. FIC B661t 2016 v.70 N37299
Bushy the red fox gets up to all sorts of mischief in this entertaining story collection from Enid Blyton. Find out all about him plus the tales of the very strange hat, the time Mr. Smick decided to play a little trick and the story of the clever old budgie who outwitted everyone. You'll be laughing on every page.

Blyton, E. The three strange travellers...and other stories. London : Bounty Books, 2016. FIC B661t 2016 v.72 N37300
A goat, a dog and a duck don't make the likeliest of travelling trios do they? Find out all about their adventures in this delightful collection of stories from the much-loved Enid Blyton. This magical book also tells the tales of the Tippity bird's feather, Mother Hubbard's honey and the forgetful little girl.

Included in the Early World of Learning Kit to carry out the storybook activity plans. As the story unfolds, the scene is set for Trek and his three friends to start traveling the world on their adventures.

Included in the Early World of Learning Kit to carry out the storybook activity plans. Trek's adventure provides many opportunities to explore the ideas of size. Comparing and contrasting the different animals that Trek encounters extend both the vocabulary and ideas of size.

Included in the Early World of Learning Kit to carry out the storybook activity plans. Through exploring, children find out about the world for themselves. They discover textures long before they know the words to describe them.

Included in the Early World of Learning Kit to carry out the storybook activity plans. The story encourages other activities related to color that will develop skills of observation, sorting, cutting, painting, drawing, and verbal communication.

Included in the Early World of Learning Kit to carry out the storybook activity plans. Learning about shapes will increase your child's awareness and help him to compare different objects. New words and ideas, such as sides, corners, and curves, are also introduced by looking at shapes.


Included in the Early World of Learning Kit to carry out the storybook activity plans. This story introduces different ways of moving and the vocabulary used to describe these movements. The pictures and text give many opportunities for discussion with your child.


Included in the Early World of Learning Kit to carry out the storybook activity plans. The story leads you to prompt your child to anticipate what each opposite might be, before moving ahead to find the answer. Children will enjoy joining in the repeated phrases and trying to guess what the opposite might be.


Included in the Early World of Learning Kit to carry out the storybook activity plans. It introduces your child to the numbers one to five as Trek and his friends join in a big parade in India. Along the way, there are things to look at and count.


Included in the Early World of Learning Kit to carry out the storybook activity plans. It describes the adventures of Trek and his friends during one day in Mexico. The story uses such familiar time concepts as "time to get up" and "bedtime". These ideas are linked with the hands moving on the clock.


Included in the Early World of Learning Kit to carry out the storybook activity plans. The story takes Trek to his secret place in Thailand. First, Wagtail covers Trek's eyes so that Trek has to "listen carefully" to the sounds around him. As you read through the story, the sounds provide clues to help Trek discover where he is.


Included in the Early World of Learning Kit to carry out the storybook activity plans. Children learn by tasting things and smelling them, so it is important that they learn the words to describe their experiences. However, it's important to warn your child about the dangers of tasting strange things without asking an adult first.


Included in the Early World of Learning Kit to carry out the storybook activity plans. It describes Trek's trip to a desert of South-west Asia. As you read the story, children will be introduced to many new ideas of place and position, such as "into", "under", "near", and "between".

**FICTION – FILIPINIANA**


GENERAL INTEREST

Included in the Early World of Learning Kit to carry out the storybook activity program.

PICTURE BOOKS

Included in the Early World of Learning Kit to carry out the storybook activity plans.

PROFESSIONAL

It offers important information on how children learn and ways to teach challenging concepts to preschoolers. It offers activity plans for each storybook in the set.
Introduces small groups or young children to English using songs, chants, stories, games and other activities. It comprises a lesson plan, three song-and dance DVDs, 18 original storybooks, an exercise package including 130 exercises and more than 400 flashcards.

Prepares children and preschoolers in the development of love in reading and allows to learn fundamental skills of reading instructions.

REFERENCE

Presents illustrated articles, stories, and poems, grouped thematically in twelve volumes.

TEXTBOOK


Designed to strengthen and extend the reading skill of the pupil so he or she will be able to read effectively, accurately, and independently that supports and complements the developmental reading program to enable the pupil to achieve mastery of vocabulary, comprehension, study, literary appreciation, and oral interpretation skills.


Educate our Filipino children on their Christian faith so that they will be formed according to the mind and heart of God.


Educate our Filipino learners on their Christian faith so that they will be formed according to the mind and heart of God.


Purposely designed and thought of to achieve the desired goals of learning each topic. Every reader will not only know the basics of grammar but also apply and inevitably master them.


Expects to show understanding of concepts about people, groups, communities, and society - how they lived and how they have been living, how they relate to one another, how they interact with their surroundings, and what their culture and beliefs are - to form an identity as Filipinos, as persons, as citizens of our country, and as citizens of the world; understand the society with the use of research skills, analytical skills, and informed decision-making skills, creativity, critical thinking skills, social skills, human resource skills, and communication skills.


Intended to suit the capacities and interests of the students for their learning experience to be interactive, meaningful, timely, enjoyable, critical thinking nurturing, and to prepare them for the challenges and realities of the real world.


Aims to respond for students to show awareness, to understand, and to value their community's history and present condition based on the conceptual
framework of development and changes, distance and direction, value of environment in home and school, toward the development of a critical, reflective, responsible, productive, environmentally-aware, humane, and nationalistic citizen of our nation with national and global vision and values toward past and present social issues.


Intends to suit the capacities and interest of the students for their learning experience to the interactive, meaningful, timely, enjoyable, critical thinking nurturing, and to prepare them for the challenges and realities of the new real world.


Expects to show understanding of concepts and studies about people, groups, communities, and society - how they lived and how they have been living, how they relate to one another, how they interact with their surroundings, and what culture and beliefs are - to form an identity as a Filipino, a person, a citizen of our country, and a citizen of the world; understand one's society with the use of research skills, analytical skills, and informed decision-making skills, creativity skills, critical skills, social skills, human resource skills, and communication skills.

De Guzman, R. *Salamisim: wika at pagbasa 6*. Quezon City: Ephesians Publishing Inc., 2016. TB3255


Inihanda upang makilala at mapagbuti ng mga mag-aaral ang mga kasanayan sa panimulang pagbasa at pagsulat at gaganapin ang mga mag-aaral sa pagbasa, makilala ang alpabeto, mga bilang at salitang bilang, at matutuhang basahin ang mga salita, parirala, at pangungusap.


Inihanda upang makilala at mapagbuti ng mga mag-aaral ang mga kasanayan sa panimulang pagbasa at pagsulat at gaganapin ang mga mag-aaral sa pagbasa, makilala ang alpabeto, mga bilang at salitang bilang, at matutuhang basahin ang mga salita, parirala, at pangungusap.


Teach students more about colors, shapes, sizes, heights, lengths, distances, and positions; how to count from 1 to 100, read and write numbers and number words, learn about ordinals first to tenth, order and compare numbers, solve addition and subtraction problems, tell time, identify and combine coins and bills, identify fractions, name the days of the week and the months of the year, measure objects, and read and understand pictographs and bar graphs.


Incorporates information and knowledge that you can get from a textbook while providing varied activities found in a typical workbook and a textbook in one.


Reminds us that Christian Education must bring the young ones to become more aware of the gift of faith, to learn how to worship the Father, and that the lives become more and more like Jesus.


Contains a short outline which can serve as a guide in teaching the lesson presented in the textbook and provides the step-by-step process on how the teacher can discuss the lessons, facilitate the activities, and then assess the pupil's outputs and performances.


Assists you in your journey to becoming a well-rounded Filipino who possesses the necessary skills and knowledge to not only become successful, but also become productive, proactive, and upstanding citizen of the country and of the world.

Ortiz, R. J. P. Science 3: a field of wonder. Quezon City: FNB Educational, Inc., 2015. TB3234

Designed to promote interest, foster understanding of scientific knowledge, and develop basic inquiry skills.


Equipped students with necessary intellectual and scientific skills, values, attitudes, and training through asking questions, conducting investigations, collecting data, and looking for answers.

Teach students more about shapes, sizes, heights, lengths, distances; how to count from 1 to 10, read and write numbers and number words, order numbers, and solve simple addition and subtraction problems.


Designed and thought of to achieve the desired goals of learning each topic. Every reader will not only know the basics of grammar but also apply and inevitably master them.


Purposely designed and thought of to achieve the desired goals of learning each topic. Every reader will not only know the basics of grammar but also apply and inevitably master them.


HIGH SCHOOL

FILIPINIANA


REFERENCE


TEXTBOOK


Bermundo, C. B. & Bermundo, A. B. Micro analysis: test checker and item analyzer with statistics: workbook. Naga City: publisher not identified, 2007. TX2541 TX2542 TX2543 TX2544 TX2545 TX2546 TX2547
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De La Salle Lipa, or DLSL is a Lasallian educational institution located in Lipa City, Batangas, the Philippines. It is the latest of the third generation of La Salle schools founded by the De La Salle Brothers in the country: La Salle Academy-Iligan (Iligan City, Lanao del Norte) in 1958, La Salle Green Hills (Mandaluyong) in 1959, Saint Joseph School-La Salle (Villamonte, Bacolod City) in 1960 and lastly, De La Salle Lipa in 1962.